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Abstract — Guided by the basic ideas and structure of
heterotic string theory we establish an energy density triality,
which add together to the theoretically expected energy
density based on Einstein’s relativity. Thus Einstein’s
famous formula E = mc2 is found in integer approximation to
be the sum of three sectors, namely E   1  5  16  mc 2
22


where E (O)  mc2 22 is the ordinary energy density,
E ( DM )   5 22  mc 2 is the dark matter energy density and
E ( PD)  16 22  mc

2

is the pure dark energy density

where m is the mass, c is the velocity of light and 16 is the
number of heterotic strings extra bosons. We demonstrate
further that strictly speaking dark matter is weakly coupled
with pure dark energy and that while dark matter and
ordinary energy are attracting in the conventional way, pure
dark energy has an opposite sign similar to the extra 16
dimensions of heterotic strings making it act effectively in the
opposite direction.
Keywords — Heterotic Strings, David Gross 16 Extra
Dimensions, Pure Dark Energy, Dark Matter, Kaluza-Klein
Theories, Fractal Spacetime, E-Infinity Theory.

I. INTRODUCTION
To avoid the mind boggling questions surrounding the
true meaning of dimensionality in general [1-14] and how
it is used in the present work in particular, we stress the
following: We are assuming that we are at the very
beginning of say “creation” and at such high energy scale
corresponding to extremely small distances where in this
spacetime “primordial soup” so to speak, the distinction
between symmetry, dimensions and quantum particles
almost vanishes [15-17]. Thus whenever we say particles
here, we mean pre-quantum particle-like state which will
result from symmetry breaking of a corresponding Lie
group of certain dimensionality [15-19]. Something
similar will be assumed with regard to the word wave with
which we mean pre-quantum wave of the pre-quantum
particle [19-28].
Having clarified our “somewhat fuzzy” terminology we
turn our attention to the main theory upon which the
present model and analysis is based, namely the heterotic
string theory [14,17,18]. The essence of this theory is
lucidly explained in many papers and text books notably
by the creators of the theory, namely a group around
Nobel Laureate David Gross [17,18] which is often fondly
referred to as the “Princeton quartet” [17,18]. Never the
less because we will present this theory in the next section

with a minor twist here and there, we felt it pertinent to
give here a brief account of the quintessential idea behind
heterotic string theory seen from our “pure dark energy
and dark matter” explanation view point [20-27].

II. HETEROTIC STRING THEORY FOR DARK
ENERGY
We think it is fair to say that what David Gross [18] had
in mind when he and his group started work on a new
heterotic string theory was simply to combine the GreenSchwarz so called Type II, at the time a new ten
dimensional superstring theory with the relatively older 26
dimensional bosonic string theory [13-18]. This line of
thinking, in the best tradition of unification simplicity,
started from the seemingly harmless and deceptively
trivial equation [13-18]
26 – 16 = 10
(1)
However in this way Gross and his three musketeers
Jeffrey Harvey, Emil Martinec and Ryan Rohm, all from
Princeton [13-18], combined ten dimensional fermionic
field moving to the right with a twenty six dimensional
field moving to the left [17,18]. Again an embarrassingly
trivial rearrangement of the preceding equation clearly
shows that a consistent description of the relevant bosonic
filed requires 16 extra coordinates [13-18]. It is those 16
extra coordinates corresponding to 16 dimensions or
bosonic pre-quantum particles which will play a crucial
role in the next section regarding pure dark energy as
distinct from dark matter and ordinary energy [20-24].
We note on passing, without going into details, that the
vital 16 extra bosonic spacetime dimensions need
16

compactification and results in a gauge group U(1)
which when broken gives us the carrier of pure dark
energy [11].

III. PURE DARK ENERGY, DARK MATTER AND
ORDINARY ENERGY FROM HETEROTIC STRING
THEORY
Let us start from the old 26 dimensional bosonic string
theory once more [10,13,17,18]. For sure the 26 must
include our 3 + 1 = 4 classical spacetime or Einstein’s 4D
spacetime. In both cases it is reasonable to assume that we
cannot see the remaining 26 – 4 = 22 dimensions and can
regard them as compactified in one way or another similar
to how we got used to think of the Kaluza-Klein 5D theory
[22]. The next step in our simple scheme is to think of
these 22 quasi dimensions as a sort of pre-quantum
messenger particles [20-24]. Having accepted this move
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let us subdivide these 22 messenger particles to 6 plus 16
bosons [20-27]. The reader has no doubt guessed our
disarmingly simple intention to link heterotic strings with
the three sectors that make up the entire energy of the
cosmos. We are all familiar with the classical photon g
similar to Einstein when he devised his special theory of
relativity and found his beauty E = mc2 [23] where E is the
energy, m is the mass and c is the speed of light of the
good old photon g [20-27].
Furthermore in the
meantime we know much more than Einstein, namely that
there are 3 more photon-like messenger particles which
possess mass unlike the massless classical photon of
special relativity and everyday life [13]. In addition we
also know of two more bosons related to gravity and mass.
Since our analysis needs no more than dimensions or at
most pre-quantum particles, you could think of these two
bosons as one Higgs and one graviton [14,17,18]. That
way we need only to believe in the 16 extra bosons of
heterotic strings to find that we have our hidden 1 + 5 + 16
= 22 dimensions or the corresponding quasi pre-quantum
bosonic particles. Not only that but we now have the
wonderful opportunity of relating these 16 Princeton
quartet bosons, moving in a different direction to the rest,
to the pure dark energy section [20-27]. Needless to say,
we needed the opposite sign to be a negative one
disparately in order to justify the fact that pure dark energy
can make sense in connection with the accelerated
expansion of the universe only if it were a repulsive rather
than attractive energetic force [20-25]. This is as near as
we can come to anti gravity [20-24].
From the above we can see that E = mc2 which
represents the maximal energy density in the universe can
be subdivided into three parts in a way delightfully
consistent with the theoretical and experimental
observational work on dark energy. To make our point
even clearer let us write Einstein’s maximal energy
density as [24,27]
E (max)   (max)mc 2
 22  2

 mc
 22 
 mc 2

(2)

In other words the maximal density “Lorentzian” factor
is [24,27]
 (max)  22 22
(3)
1

Within our simple scheme the rest is now crystal clear
and may be reasoned in the following elementary fashion.
The classical measurable ordinary energy is obviously
connected to the ordinary energy of the classical photon,
namely [24,27]

now reasonably be attributed to the five pre-quantum
messenger particles discussed earlier on. That way we can
set the dark matter energy density to be [24,27]

(5)
of the total energy of the universe. Again this is in
excellent agreement with cosmic measurements [20-27].
Finally, and most importantly, we can now determine
the pure dark energy density as being the result of the 16
extra bosons of the heterotic string energy. That way we
find not only [24,27]

(6)
of the total energy but also knowing that it has an opposite
sign resolves the question of repulsive rather than
attractive effect of pure dark energy as distinct from pure
dark matter [12,22,24].
Unfortunately the preceding simple calculation,
although very accurate when compared to measurements
and observation, does not show how dark matter and pure
dark energy are coupled. To do that we have to give an
exact solution and such an exact solution requires the
exact E-infinity theory [19] of dark energy [20-27]. In this
theory the dark energy is the energy of the quantum wave
represented by the empty set and ordinary energy is the
energy of the quantum particle represented by the zero set
[20,23]. To subdivide the quantum wave into pure dark
energy and dark matter and see how they are coupled, we
must use the exact transfinite dimension of the bosonic
string theory [22]. This is 26 + k rather than simply 26
[24]. This k is a small value equal to

 3 1   3   0.1803398 where  





5  1 2 and was

conjectured to relate to the ‘tHooft (not yet discovered)
renormalon particle [21].
To sum up the preceding section, we saw that E = mc 2
of Einstein may be seen as a theoretical maximal energy
density for the cosmos because a system with one degree
of freedom is maximally stiff and its Eigen value must be
the largest possible [28]. Linking this maximal density to
the basic structure of heterotic string theory we were lead
to the following trisectional division, namely [21,24]
 o  W   W   Z o  H  G   16extra bosons 2
E
mc
D (26)  D (4)
1  5  16 2

mc
26  4
22
 mc 2
22
(7)
 E  Einstein 

(4)
Before any misunderstanding arises regarding the
of the total energy in full agreement with the numerous
unusual nature of the involved 16 “things”, we hasten to
modern cosmic measurements and observations [20-24].
say that on the one hand they account for gluon as well as
Second the not directly observed dark matter density, the
the electroweak gauge fields but on the other hand, within
effect of which is only inferred from observation
the string itself we have 16 dimensional bosonic fields as
connected to non-classical gravitational measurement may
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stressed by D. Gross. It is the latter aspect that is the
carrier of pure dark energy. The exact transfinite version
of the above was discussed using a different mathematical
framework elsewhere and it is sufficient here to give the
final result and refer the reader to the literature [20,22,24].
In short we just need to replace 26 by 26 + k and 16 by 16
+ k. That way we find that 22 becomes
26 + k - 4 = 22 + k so that our basic triadic

(

)

decomposition of E = mc2 becomes [24]
1
5   16  k  
E


22  k 22  k
22  k
where

D = ( 8 + k 2 ) 100

(8)

is the coupling between pure

dark energy and dark matter. Evaluating the above the
result is a firm confirmation of Einstein’s maximal energy
density [24]

æ 22 + k ö 2
E= ç
mc
è 22 + k ÷ø

(9)

= mc 2

which means the coupling term   8  k

2

 100 cancels

out and earlier results obtained using different methods are
confirmed [24].

IV. CONCLUSION
The 16 extra bosons of heterotic strings seems to be an
excellent explanation of pure dark energy as distinct from
dark matter or the dark energy of the quantum wave which
lumps pure dark energy and dark matter together to make
about 95.5% of the total energy density of the universe.
Adding the ordinary energy to this one finds the total
energy density which is equal to that of Einstein.
However in the present work we can discriminate between
dark energy and pure dark energy in an accurate and
plausible way provided we first believe in the cosmic
measurements and observation and second in the
consistency and correctness of the heterotic string theory.
The present author firmly believes in the cosmic
measurements and observations and particularly in
accelerated cosmic expansion. On the other hand we have
the fact that heterotic strings 16 extra bosonic quasi
particles not only account for the right measurements but
also give the right sign for the repulsive force of pure dark
energy which can explain the accelerated cosmic
expansion. Due to these facts the author feels that
heterotic strings, unconventional as it may seem, must be a
substantially accurate description of not only high energy
physics but also quantum cosmology and astrophysics. At
a minimum heterotic string theory is one of the truly good
models to account for pure dark energy and accelerated
cosmic expansion.
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